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LET US SEE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE THROW A PEW PEBBLES 
INTO THE STAGNANT POND OF MODERN DAY ÜFOLOGY 

The Mind thought for a very long time, the eyes watched 
carefully, the ears heard much, a filing cabinet labelled 
patience was full to bursting, so the Mind in all its 
wisdom took the mouth out of neutral and the voice began 
to speak, softly at first 

In the early to mid 1970's it was herecy for a serious 
researcher to own up to any direct, interaction with his 
or her chosen subject of research, to own up, maybe out 
of a sense of duty, to a close encounter of the third or 
fourth kind was downright suicidal. The research fraternity 
came down upon him or her like the proverbial ton of bricks, 
no matter how many years of solid, reliable and objective 
research had been done by the unfortunate soul, all faith 
and credibility was from that time on blown away and 
whispers began to be heard in many corridors. 
This changed a decade later as other such serious and 
seemingly objective researchers came forward, some almost 
blatantly, to say that they have interacted with the ufo 
phenomenon, many seemed almost proud of the fact. 
The attendant scorn and ridicule however seemed to have 
evaporated like the morning mist. The number of serious 
researchers claiming direct interaction are growing every 
day, from all parts of the world, in some areas it is 
almost expected of the said researcher to be in an interactive 
position, or a loss of esteem would follow should he or 
she fail to have a close encounter of any kind 
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UFO1s..«.One school of thought, which gains momentum daily, 
is that the ever increasing rate of sightings of actual 
structurée craft, aven filmed or photographed, are terrestrial 
machines using a 'super technology1, a technology shared 
by certain countries. A technology gained from one or more 
sources. Some view it as the final part of the public 
education process, the testing and 'public teasing1 of 
these 'super machines' leading up to, some hope, a direct 
public announcement that man now has the power and the 
technology that came from another solar system, and that 
Earth was visited by extraterrestrials in the past but 
since the 1950^ 
own ufo's. 

the ufo1s seen in our skies have been our 

•IS 

Another school of thought maintains that certain government 
dealings resulted in a two way working with the Aliens, we 
receive their superior technology and in return we give 
them free reign to go about their business undisturbed 
and unhindered by us. The darker realms of this unique 
co-operation is allowing the Aliens to build vast 
underground complexes, to abduct both human and animal life 
forms, for whatever purpose. The researchers whom favour 
this scenario say the governments involved care little of 
what the Aliens do so long as they can have and fly their 
•super machines' to their hearts content* 
As more and more info is given by the Aliens, bigger and 
better machines are built and tested in certain regions' 
of the world. The underground complexes or bases are now 
scattered all over the globe these researchers say, why 
and what for are questions no one seems to want to answer, 
even if the various governments knew what these bases were 
for they probably couldn't care less, so long as they keep 
getting bigger and better 'toys*. 
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A third, and perhaps a more disturbing school of thought 
is one wh#reof researchers believe that the Aliens are 
working closely with a super secret society, a power elite, 
a government within a government. 
This all powerful group of people are in control of many 
facets of human life. This elite company uses psychics 
from all around the world as go betweens with the Aliens. 
The power yielded by the group is staggering, and because 
of their power and influence they are given free reign by 
world governments, to do as they want, infiltration from 
the top down seems to be the order of the day. 
It is this group, according to some researchers, that are 
responsible for the ufo phenomena and all it entails. 
By working with the Aliens they have gained immense power 
and control with superior technology at their fingertips. 
The use of psychics to infiltrate, to pass on disinformation 
and generally cause public confusion is high on their list 
of priorities. The disturbing aspect of this is total 
global control by the elite, that's what is planned, a 
steady plan of infiltration has, according to these same 
researchers, been underway for a very long time indeed. 
Space does not permit the details of how the psychics 
interface with the Aliens but suffice it to say some pretty 
clever stuff has been reported upon to the Voice. 

A final word on this particular aspect, everyone knows of 
Area 51, Groom Lake, in the United States, but how many 
know that the area for testing these 'super machines' in 
the UK in the 1960s-1970s, was in Wiltshire, around the 
Western end of Salisbury plain to be precise!!!!!!!. 
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It is the view of some researchers that Aliens arrived on 
this planait a very,. long time ago, when the modern era 
began circa 1947, from a direct result of man playing with 
Atomic weapons, the Aliens resurfaced in ever increasing 
numbers in our skies. 
In answer to the critics that our planet could not be 
visited by other civilisations due to the enormous distances v 
involved, well, these researchers claim that the Aliens . 3 
did indeed travel those vast distances once, in Earths ./| 
infancy and remained, hidden, beneath the seas and also g 
deep underground in bases. They were disturbed by mans |̂ 
atomic tests, especially the underground ones. J| 
The Aliens have been here all along. ífl 
The activity around the planet today is a mixture of the :;| 
Aliens refurbishing their bases and adding to them across fj 
the ;globe, forming a matrix. 

Word going around is that 1994 is supposed to be the 'big' 
year for ufo's, that at long last the Alien presence will 
be once and for all shown and proved to be a fact, with 
expected national TV and other media release during this 
year, the final part of the indoctrination programme, we 
shall see!• 

ISSUE ONE OF THE VOICE IS BEING KEPT RELATIVELY SHORT IN 
ORDER TO GAUGE REACTION AND FEEDBACK. 

YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO PHOTOCOPY¿THIS ISSUE AND PASS ON TO 
AS MANY "COLLEAGUES" AS" Yt>Ü?.WISH#¿SPREAD THE NET, NO CHARGES 
ARE"TO ¿EMADE* 

Comments, views and opinions for inclusion in future issues 
are welcomed, direct all correspondence tos 

THE VOICE 
27 THE GREEN, 
MELBOURNE, 

4 CHELMSFORD, 
ESSEX. 
CM1 2BQ 
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HE WHO SHOUTS INTO THE WIND WILL NEVER BE HEARD, TURN 
AROUND AND LET THE NATURAL FORCE CARRY YOUR WORDS TOWARDS 
RECEPTIVE EARS 

STRANGE. 
Within days of issue one of THE VOICE being distributed 
a friend passed on a document which is of some interest. 
Whereas THE VOICE does not need to hide and gives its 
bodilly address the writers of the said document merely 
refer to themselves as the ELITE, and remain under cover. 
Nothing really new was to be seen but they gave the 
impression that they knew an awful lot and stated they 
would share this info at some stage, we shall see. 
MAYBE THE VOICE ALREADY KNOWS WHO ELITE ARE. 

THE VOICE was in contact with a certain Lady conspiracy 
weaver since last December but has recently had this 
contact terminated due to the fact that the info given 
to her was far too hot for them to handle, even though 
the actual 'nitty gritty' was yet to be divulged. 
The data is of such a sensitive and at times sinister 
nature that even a seasoned conspiracy researcher could 
not handle the heat!. THE VOICE goes it alone again, even 
threats to its physical body will not prevent THE VOICE 
from speaking, the hardest words of all to swallow are 
words of TRUTH, so certain people better start CHOKING!!!, 

Deep in the Berkshire countryside lurks a secure American 
research facility, it is a secure installation. From there 
a certain program has been underway since at least 1980. 
Part of this program has the codename of "MANNEQUIN" 
attached to it, it is a social manipulation and control 
program, ufo research plays quite a part in this. 
Before 1980 the controllers of the Program shared another 
U.S. secure facility in an older base dating back to the 
1950*s.The Program became so big and intricate it soon 
required its own base of operations, their work being so 
secret they could not trust their fellow Americans whom 
were not involved with the Program to share the same area. 
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The technology available to the Program is very, very 
sophisticated and is a direct spin off from SDI. The use 
of Cray supercomputers plus a baffling array of other 
equipment and techniques is widespread at the base. 
The staged" abductions and the experiments in the labs on 
'guinea pigs' has to be seen to be believed, these 
•guinea pigs' are of course HUMAN. 
Code names are used for all personnel in the executive 
area of the base, 'WHITEMORE' virtually runs the place 
under the code name of 'SENTINEL1, 'SAMMS« is head of base 
security, they have four teams of mobile operatives who 
go under code names of colors, each color denoted the 
role of each team, four people per team. The whole thing 
is overseen by its 'parents1 in America, under the code 
name of 'GUARDIAN' ( NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH THE GUARDIAN 
BUSINESS RE BOB OECHSLER). 
"MANNEQUIN11 project covers a wide variety of social controls, 
and the ufo side takes up almost 50% of their activities. 
The above mentioned 'guinea pigs', non volunteer men and 
women, some being prepared as witnesses to ufo events, 
some are ufo researchers, many are psychics, none know 
they are being used by the Program, none know the Program 
even exists. 
These 'guinea pigs' go through an extensive 'medical' at 
the start of their induction and have regular 'check ups« 
from time to time, being brought to the base for 're-enforcement1 

Total mind control using drug assisted/induced hypnosis, 
post hypnotic suggestions and other much more sophisticated 
mind control methods are used most expertly. 
'Guinea pigs1 are then let loose on the world to carry out 
pre-programmed tasks at specific times, they are monitored 
constantly by remote means, the Program has Remote Neural 
Monitoring (RNM) off to a fine art. The passing of key words 
or phrases to initiate a set task is not merely confined 
to films or fictional books, 'SAMMS' and his cronies have 
had this perfected for a very long time. 
The Program cleverly used a number of well known names in 
the ufo field around the world as 'guinea pigs', some since 
have become even more well known whilst others have kept 
a relatively low key position. The confusion alone caused 
by the tasks of each 'guinea pig1 guaranteed the stalemate 
of ufo research for the past few years. Disinformation, 
infiltration of groups, passing of specially 'seeded1 cases 
to specific researchers is but one small part of "MANNEQUIN". 
Some researchers came away from the labs in such an altered 
state psychologically, that friends noticed a distinct change 
in them, but many could not actually pinpoint the change in 
their colleague, it was subtle in its intensity. 

ALL MAJOR UFO LECTURES AND CONFERENCES HAVE OPERATIVES IN 

ATTENDANCE, THE 'GUINEA PIGS' INFILTRATE GROUPS AND 

SIMILAR ORGANISATIONS ON BEHALF OF THE PROGRAM. 
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Everything seemed to be running smoothly enough for the 
Program until late summer-early autumn of 1993 when 
•something' happened to throw them off line, not only 
were more and more 'loose' 'guinea pigs' surfacing around 
the world*( those that in one way or another were becoming 
out of the Programs control and had either partial or indeed 
full knowledge of it ). 
Members of certain Security Services became increasingly 
anxious of the activities of 'SENTINEL' that they began 
to actually assist some 'loose' 'guinea pigs' in trying 
to halt the Program, and no longer wished to have anything 
to do with it, but at the same time fearing the Military 
backlash that came with such actions. 
The Program has almost unlimited power and influence and 
it is no easy task to try to stand against them. 
Personnel from said Security Services were getting so worried 
about the 'games' the Program was playing that at one stage 
they openly confronted 'SAMMS1, the result of which was two 
removed agents. 
THE VOICE can only report on this briefly in this interim 
report. Provided the info is not falling on deaf ears the 
whole sick story will be detailed in future issues, it will 
take time to relate the whole thing. THE VOICE is fully 
aware of the fact that even a conspiracy researcher became 
too scared of the implications of the Program, so what would 
ordinary ufo researchers make of it, or see the extremely 
serious and often dangerous roads it travels among them. 
TOO BAD, THE EVIL MACHINATIONS OF THE LIKE OF 'WHITEMORE', 
'SAMMS' AND OTHERS MUST BE STOPPED BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

WE ARE AT THE CROSSROADS, TAKE TIME TO MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE 
OF DIRECTION YOU WILL TAKE FROM NOW ON,TAKE THE WRONG ONE 
AND YOU COULD JUST AS EASILY WALK RIGHT INTO THE PROGRAMS 
HANDS. 

One final word, what are and who is controlling the CLONES 
that are running around ICELAND???????. 

ONCE AGAIN YOU ARE ENCOURAGED TO PHOTOCOPY THIS DOCUMENT 
AND PASS ON TO AS MANY COLLEAGUES AS YOU WISH, KEEP THE 
NET WIDE. 
ADDRESS ALL FEEDBACK TO s THE VOICE 

27 THE GREEN 
MELBOURNE 
CHELMSFORD 
ESSEX 
CM1 2BQ 
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A URGENT MESSAGE 
FROM T H E VOICE 

v€iice >̂ 

APRIL 
12th 
'94 

Judging by initial feedback it seems that some are under 
the impression that THE VOICE is merely stating theories 
and is part of a conspiracy......Good God, wake up you 
dummies, facts alone are reported in the pages of these 
reports, facts THE VOICE can back up. THE VOICE is making 
great allowances to those that are perhaps immature or 
naive, the more seasoned researchers should by now realise 
that what THE VOICE is sayingis, if they cannot accept 
the truth totally, at least plausible. THE VOICE will settle 
for that but it will NOT settle for idiotic remarks about 
theories or worse still disinformation being put out. 
As far as The Program is concerned THIS EXISTS and has done 
for quite a few years, it is a direct offshoot from the 
American Program which has been in existance since the 1950's. 
A number of researchers over there are likewise doing all 
they can to halt its operations. The Military are in control 
of The Program and has its sticky little fingers in Ufo 
research, they have many researchers, some well known, others 
not so well known, working for them ( unbeknown to each of 
course ). By naming names here and now as one item of feedback 
suggested would place each and every individual in considerable 
danger and put them through unnecessary personal.trauma. 
THE VOICE has already trod on dangerous ground by starting 
to expose The Program, and THE VOICE will continue to do so 
no matter what. If no one can accept even the idea such a 
Program could exist then boy are you in for a few shocks!!!. 
THE VOICE did state that it will make it clear, at the end, 
of its involvement in The Program and that of its friends 
from D I (8), this it will do at that time. Suffice it for 
now that you are being given facts about something the 
Military do not want made public at any cost, it is not solely 
American 
THIS IS NOT HERESAY, THIS IS NOT RUMOUR, THIS IS NOT GOSSIP, 
THIS IS NOT CONSPIRACY TONGUE WAGGING, IT IS COLD CLEAR TRUTH, 
THE VOICE SHOULD KNOW. 

Let it be known that THE VOICE sends out its reports to only 
a select few, and from these few individuals copies are made 
and distributed to other colleagues, they in turn do the same 
and the net widens. THE VOICE has no control of where copies 
of its reports go, nor does it wish to have control, as the 
truth should be made available to all. 

The 5 civilians whom receive THE VOICE are listed on the 
next page. 

IRISH UFO RESEARCH CENTRE 
SEP 031995 



Mr Roy Lake ( London Ufo Studies ) 
Mr Tony Dodd ( Quest International ) 
Mr Andy Collins 
Miss Jenny Randies 
Mrs Janice Georgiou ( Witness Support Group...whom incidentally 
retypes THE VOICE before sending out copies ) 

Somewhere along the line Elite manage to get copies of THE 
VOICE. It seems The M.O.D and certain Security Services 
likewise get copies, maybe that is a good thing maybe it 
is not, THE VOICE is unaffected regarding The Program exposure. 

With regards to Elite, although keeping some respectable 
caution and open mindness, THE VOICE is willing to give 
Elite the benefit of the doubt and accept them for what 
they are and claim to be. With that in mind THE VOICE 
certainly will accept their kind invitation to a meeting 
later this year. Elite must realise though that researchers 
are going to be somewhat cautious and a little disbelieving, 
as this scenario has occured a few times in the past and 
genuine truth seekers have been badly let down time and 
again, perhaps the promises Elite give will not be empty 
ones ! !. 

Witness harrassment. THE VOICE knows this only too well as 
it suffered all forms of ridicule, scorn, disbelief and abuse 
from fellow researchers at the time of its Close Encounters. 
THE VOICE has already said it was virtually suicidal for 
a researcher in the 1970! s to admit and own up to any form 
of Ufo interaction, it is all above board and respectable 
these days but back then......disastrous. 
What perhaps made it worse was the fact that the case was 
virtually ignored by most ufo media, as if the events never 
happened. Even to this day you will find no reference to 
it in any Ufo book or magazine, Ufology in general did a 
first class job in sweeping it under the carpet, where it 
remains to this day. 
The only references available are: BUFORA journals, then 
edited by Norman Oliver, and CUFOS, USA in their 1976 
Catalogue of Physical Trace Cases (the event of May 1974 
left considerable tree top damage). 
THE VOICE has great admiration and respect for witnesses 
to Ufo events and sympathises deeply for the anquish they 
may suffer. On reflection if THE VOICE had been the sole 
witness at the time of the May !74 encounter it would have 
kept quiet about it and would not have told a living soul!. 
The M.O.D likewise were sent a full copy of the sighting 
together with trace photo1s but under their 30 year rule 
details of the case will remain locked away until the year 
2004, so even THE VOICE itself cannot check on it. 
THE ABOVE IS IN ANSWER TO A QUESTION SENT TO THE VOICE. 



So many dummies think THE VOICE and Elite are from the 
same stable that a disclaimer is made here for the final 
time, THE VOICE DOES NOT CLAIM TO BE ANYTHING OTHER THAN 
A UFO RESEARCHER, BORN ON PLANET EARTH, AND IS WHEN LAST 
LOOKED IN THE MIRROR, HUMAN! !!!!!!!!!!!!. 
Mr Lucien Morgan you, like everyone else, have THE VOICE'S 
address if you wish to make comments or pass opinions, it 
definately is the real genuine, 100% pukka address and not 
a made up one, and if you do not wish to write one of a 
number of colleagues have THE VOICE'S permission to give 
out its real, genuine, 100% pukka telephone number!!!!. 

This is not a game, THE VOICE is not playing Silly Beggars, 
the reasons for putting out these reports has constantly 
been stated, so please, no more nonsense from those who 
really should know better 

PHEW!! THE VOICE now slips away from the typewriter for 
a quick shot of whisky to calm it down ( NO, ONLY JOKING!!) 

YES THE VOICE HAS A SENSE OF HUMOUR JUST LIKE IT HAS A 
SENSE OF DUTY, A SENSE OF HUMOUR IS VITAL WHEN YOU SEE 
THE FOLLIES OF MANKIND AND A SENSE OF DUTY IS VITAL WHEN 
FACED WITH SITUATIONS THAT REQUIRE POSITIVE UNSELFISH 
ACTIONS AND GETTING TRUTHS ACROSS TO PEOPLE, THE VOICE 
SEES IT AS ITS DUTY TO EXPOSE PEOPLE LIKE 'WHITEMORE', 
'SAMMS' AND 'HODGE' AND THE PROGRAM THEY SO LOVINGLY 
WORK FOR. 

Once again you are encouraged to photocopy this document 
and pass on to as many colleagues as you wish, the net 
stays wide. Please address all feedback to: 

THE VOICE 
27 THE GREEN, 
MELBOURNE, 
CHELMSFORD, 
ESSEX, 
CM1 2BQ. 
ENGLAND 

ONE LITTLE PIECE OF DATA THE VOICE CAN RELEASE NOW ABOUT 
THE PROGRAM IS WHEN THEY SET UP AN ABDUCTION THEY USE THEIR 
OWN 'ALIENS', THESE ARE REFERRED TO AS PGLF's, PROGRAM 
GENERATED LIFE FORMS, NEITHER HUMAN NOR ALIEN!. THEY ARE 
USUALLY GREY IN COLOR BUT SOME ARE A GHOSTLY WHITE. 
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Standing at the dusty roadside, the sun beating down 
relentlessly, the two lane blacktop stretching for railes 
in each direction, no other traffic in sight. 
The near silence broken by the Whump-Whump-Whump of the 
jet black helicopter, as it drew nearer dust and debris 
flew about stinging my eyes. The copter bore no markings. 
Two uniformed men got out and headed my way, they both 
had sidearms. The uniforms bore no insignia other than 
a patch on the left breast pocket, only one word in white 
on a pale blue background, it read ZEUS. 
"Mister, you have got precisely 30 seconds to get the hell 
out of here, do I make myself clear?", he grinned and 
patted the holster. 
I nodded and got back in the Cherokee, started up and 
briskly drove away, in the rear view mirror I could see 
the men heading back to the helicopter. 
Within minutes the machine was keeping pace above and to 
my left, after pacing me for maybe a couple of miles it 
veered away and climbed higher, eventually disappearing 
towards the mountain range. 

THE VOICE pulled the front door shut behind it and then 
proceeded along the path to the gate. Casually looking right 
before it crossed the road it noticed a man walking towards 
it, the man suddenly stopped in his tracks and stared at 
THE VOICE. He then hurriedly walked back to a parked car 
and got in. The white Ford Sierra pulled away from the 
kerb and drove slowly some yards behind THE VOICE. 
THE VOICE walked up to the bus stop and sat down on the 
plastic seating, there were two others waiting for the bus. 
The Sierra parked some 75 yards along the road. 
The bus arrived and THE VOICE found a seat near the back, 
in the rear window the Sierra could be seen pulling away 
and follow discreetly1 behind. When the bus reached the 
Station in town THE VOICE disembarked and began to walk 
towards the central library. The Sierra passed it and pulled 
into the kerb some yards in front, both men got out of the 
car and stood on the pavement, watching THE VOICE intently 
as it walked towards them. Within two yards of the mens 
position the one wearing the raincoat began to hold his arm 
out as if to bar THE VOICE from going past. "Mr we 
have to talk", looking round towards his colleague he then 
said "off to the library we see'1, gazing at the books THE 
VOICE was carrying, "well then, lets go and get some books 
eh?". His colleague returned to the car and got in, the 
Sierra pulled away fast amidst horns blaring from other 
motorists. THE VOICE and the man walked on to the library 
round the corner in silence, after checking in the books 
THE VOICE was herded towards a relatively quiet corner in 
the reference section. 
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"Sit down, my friend will be here soon, just parking the car". 
He was a snidey looking man, arrogant, in his late forties, 
early fifties and had a habit of tapping his fingers on the 
side of has leg. "Don't worry Mr we only want to chat, 
nice and friendly, nothing heavy" in a patronising way. 
Minutes later his colleague, younger, and more stern looking 
arrived at the table, sitting opposite THE VOICE he pulled 
out a large envelope from his jacket pocket and laid it 
down. "About this" he said as he pushed it across the 
formica surface towards THE VOICE, "open it, read the papers, 
...........then damn well explain them!". 
Twenty five minutes later the two men stood up and walked 
away, the older one turned and said "You cannot help all 
of them you know, not all of them" and tried hard at a grin, 
"see you around no doubt" gesturing with both hands and 
looking around the library, he then turned to catch up with 
his colleague. THE VOICE watched them through the windows 
as they walked towards the multi storey car park and were 
then lost from view. 
A cigarette was definately in order so THE VOICE made a 
rapid exit from the library and stood outside deep in thought. 

In September Quest International are to hold their annual 
conference in Leeds, THE VOICE hopes, one way or another, 
to be in a position to attend this, not only for its very 
interesting lectures but for one other reason. By that time 
it is planned that the whole Program business would have 
been exposed in full by THE VOICE and it will be very 
interesting to see if any Program Operatives have the gall 
to attend this conference as their cover would have been 
well and truly blown!. Yes, THE VOICE WILL be able to pick 
any Operatives out should any be foolish enough to attend. 

THE VOICE is reliably informed that its reports are now 
circulating in other countries, this very promising situation 
has been brought about by dedicated friends and researchers, 
THE VOICE personally thanks all those that have gone out 
of their way to spread the net, keep up the good work, let 
us spread the net even wider, let us see full Worldwide 
distribution, it is quite easilly done, THANKS. 

THE VOICE asks if someone will kindly do it a favor?, can 
someone please photocopy six (6) full sets of THE VOICE 
reports from the 1st to this current issue, making seven 
lots of documents in all, these are urgently needed for 
major American civilian organisations. If anyone can do 
this THE VOICE will be extremely grateful, thanks. 

Perhaps it has been forgotten but THE VOICE is not only here 
to put out factual reports, in fact THE VOICE states that it 
will be happy to use its pages as an open forum for views, 
comments, opinions, anything anyone cares to send, use it 
as a platform to get across what you wish to say, the stage 
is yours. 



Mr Lucien Morgan, please read this very carefully. 
THE VOICE is formerly requesting you to use Professional 
courtesey and etiquette regarding the audio tapes you have 
of a particular abduction witness. 
The witness referred to, as you are no doubt aware, is 
Mrs Janice Georgiou, and she has made repeated requests 
for these tapes over many months. It seems you have totally 
ignored her pleas for either the originals or indeed full 
unedited copies, the same deaf-ear syndrome has equally 
applied to certain members of BUFORA. 
The witness has certain access rights to these tapes and 
courtesey alone would dictate that you Mr Morgan provide 
Mrs Georgiou with full copies AT YOUR EARLIEST CONVENIENCE. 
THE VOICE therefore looks forward to be receiving some 
form of confirmation that all said tapes are to be with 
the witness within the next few days. 

As from this report THE VOICE has decided to date its 
documents, therefore a release date will be found at the 
end of this and future reports. 

A PERSONAL MESSAGE TO MARY SEAL, 

•CONSPIRACIES HERE, CONSPIRACIES THERE, THEY SEEK ELUSIVE 
CONSPIRACIES EVERYWHERE1 

Whilst THE VOICE agrees that there are indeed a number of 
proven conspiracies, the killing of JFK for example, but 
THE VOICE has to strongly disagree with many so called 
conspiracy weavers whom see a dark and sinister side to 
every conceivable aspect of life on this planet, it simply 
is not so and the holes such conspiracy researchers have 
dug themselves into will quickly be filled in by common 
sense and logic. 
The conspiracies by various world governments on the ufo 
subject cannot be doubted, as THE VOICE has first hand 
knowledge on a number of aspects, The Program being one 
such aspect. You were given information about The Program 
over a short period of time, not the 'heavy1 stuff, basics 
to begin with whilst THE VOICE was making sure YOU were 
the right person to disclose the info to. But the pace did 
not suit you as you required the whole file all in one go, 
leaving THE VOICE literally wide open. As THE VOICE only 
wanted to impart data on The Program and NO other connected 
or unconnected issues it withdrew from contact with you 
'as it saw you were going off at tangents and you were at 
that stage deemed totally unsuitable as a release for such 
important information. If, as you seem pre-occupied with 
1 trigger words1 perhaps you should skim over the following 
very quickly to avoid any possible fmind manipulation' 
from THE VOICE ( and as this is written and not being said 
over the phone, you are safe from any 'scanning1 from 
THE VOICE ). 
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FOR MAMY SEAL. 

CLEAR.... 
The American Controller is code named GUARDIAN, as you 
know, tlie UK Controller is code named SENTINEL, as you 
know also, you have the names already of WHITEMORE, SAMMS, 
and HODGE, but you do not have PERCHOWSKI or PEARSON. 
MANNEQUIN is the projects name, GUINEA PIGS and SONGBIRDS 
you likewise know. 
AMBER TEAM WILL TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOU 
GOLD TEAM WILL TAKE EVEN BETTER CARE! 

You will no doubt see a conspiracy in the similarly timed 
release of issue one of ELITE files and issue one of 
THE VOICE, you might also think that this SONGBIRD has 
been placed here for that very purpose. 
With reference to implants, THE VOICE hopes you remember 
what it disclosed to you some months ago, and WHO CAN BE 
«READ1 AND WHO CANNOT, THE VOICE is familiar with the 
"MK-ULTRA 94" project but that is NOT the project in use 
over here, the project stemming from Lab 1 at the base is 
far superior and more selective than the relatively 'crude1 

CIA one. 

END OF PERSONAL MESSAGE. 

The phone rang, THE VOICE said "Hello" just as it normally 
does, there was no answer, seconds later THE VOICE heard 
itself talking to someone from a few days prior to this 
on the phone, a few seconds later the phone went 'dead1 

and the dialling tone was heard............HUH? 

Feedback, although grateful for all those that have bothered 
to write or ring so far, THE VOICE feels that perhaps many 
are scared to contact THE VOICE for some reason, or simply 
no one has ANYTHING to say!!!. 

Before signing off THE VOICE would like to thank ELITE for 
their support and encouragement, it is appreciated. 

ONCE AGAIN YOU ARE ENCOURAGED AND REQUESTED TO PHOTOCOPY 
THIS DOCUMENT AND PASS ON TO AS MANY COLLEAGUES AS YOU WISH, 
LET OS SPREAD THE NET AS FAR AS IT WILL GO, PUSH IT TO THE 
LIMIT. ADDRESS ALL FEEDBACK TO : 

THE VOICE 
27 THE GREEN, 
MELBOURNE, CHELMSFORD, 
ESSEX. CM1 2BQ. ENGLAND. 

Document issue no.7 Dated April 26th 1994 



limiililililil;!!!!!!!,!! 

STOP PRESS 

According to two separate sources 1994 IS going to be the 
year of £lien awareness and acceptance, according to the 
almost identical "theories of these two individuals this 
is being brought about by frequent coverage of ufo and 
alien related topics on tv as the main media release. 
Supporting this is the release of a number of documents, 
THE VOICE and ELITE being the primary ones. We are led 
to believe that all of this has been orchestrated by the 
powers that be and had been in the pipeline for some time, 
meticulous planning had gone into all that is now in full 
effective working order. 
THE VOICE for one is rather confused by this as it really 
thought it had started to release its reports on its own 
back, from its own ideas, it did not realise that someone 
somewhere had PLANNED for THE VOICE to do what it is now 
doing. Then there is the upsurgence of witness profiles 
in the media, one or two in particular, again all planned 
and mapped out some time ago, so none of us really have 
had a hand in this, we have all been programmed!!!!! , 
( in the nicest possible way ). 
An offshoot of this theory is that none other than ELITE 
have engineered all of this and that they 'arranged1 for 
THE VOICE to come into being!!!. This theory by the two 
individuals, from different parts of the UK is, you must 
admit, interesting if nothing else. THE VOICE wonders how 
many others have come up with a similar line of thought?. 

WELL...WELL....WELL, 

S/P DOC.7 26/4/94 



IRISH UFO RESEARCH CENTRE 

. r ^ SEP 03 1995 
THE VOICE V £ j ' 

INTERIM REPORT NO.6 SPRING 1994 

l IO's M END TO HE WSŒBE&u 

Mbst i f not a l l researchers into this strange and aloof subject would be glad cue day 
whan we can a H say "Yes, that i s the solution, no more nystery, case dosed". The ufo 
nystay has taen with us for ni^i en 50 years and we are mo nearer solving i t than 
researchers were in the mid 1940ls, TEE VOICE also tes reservations about science 
accepting the ufo a tgec t no natter to rarh high quality proof i s pusâBd under the 
noses of scientists, i t nay l i teral ly take that famous á ü t fran the W series 'V1, 
with gigantic cxaft silently hovering over aU najcr c i t ies of the Wbrld, before our 
goverments and scientists take notice. 
If the solution to ufo's l ies within the psychic or indeed psydxüogical realms then 
the ufo will always te with us, if the soluticn l ies within the category of uriknom 
atm^heriLc jtenarerm, again ufo¡s will centime to be with us unt i l such time sáname 
can scieitificaUy datarise i t . 
If the solution l ies within the realnB of advanœd tacimLogy then we can vary soon expect 
someone to am ip to the fact, prcfcably the Jtaricans, i t natters l i t t l e *fere the 
technology care fran in t t e f i r s t place as Hm would never adnit to receiving or stealing 
th is ta±noLagy fran any superior race, and i f th i s can be proved t y t t e operators to 
be truly advaraad technology in use, and re^onsible for ufo reports en a global scale, 
most people will aooqpt i t . 
KM^ER, if t t e solution l ies within t t e realms of visitations fran E&tra Terrestrials, 
and very nany adhere to this , # a t would you do?, how would t t e reys a l t with you?, would 
you welcaie t t e idea or dread i t ? . 
If advanced tacteaOogy i s respcnsible, be i t nan nade cor alien, t t e two nay well be, as 
nary see i t , tóbenmed. Everyone knows of area 51 and the testing of 'supeniacMnes1 

in that part of Nevada, who i s to Scy such testing oí ad?yanœd aircraft i s not being 
undertaken elsefetere in t t e World, ty o t ter countries. Who i s to say the Gemans, t t e 
Russians, t t e Ereidh, or even t t e Ehglish are net t p to testing t te ix cum versions of 
these lslçe^radhines ,, naybe even a ocnoertad effort ty a group of nations together are 
woridng on such advanœd projects. M D springs to mind here, fingers have indeed pointed 
in that direction before rra*. Certain locations around t t e Wbrld do sean to bear out this 
possibility, secret tases, special airfields, holding and testing faci l i t ies , secure 
installations and top secret establlEJumts, etc,etc. Whether us tu taœ have acme up with 
advarred pixçulsicn systems to fly variously shaped craft near s i l a i t ly a t superarle 
speeds, â k y gravity, and neneouvre as no terrestr ia l plane t o date can, well, i t nay 
be possible, or again neybe œ received sore help fran other sources and are s t i l l in 
t t e testing stage. Wë could not have perfected t t e flights of these 'dream nadiiœs1 yet 
as mm and again reports surface o£ a 'craái1 scme&here or otter! 
( 0ŒS, Yüü RHJED HE WEOG LEVER Œ I X ! E L . . . . a m . . . . . Œ m L E ^ ). 
Yes, TEE VOICE for one would be very happy t o see t t e soluticn to t t e ufo nystery, 
WEMEVER i t nay turn out to be. 

Tharikyou to L from t t e West Midlands for her oomnents re TEE VOICE and BLUE, crae a l l 
t t e expletives « e removed i t left t t e following, but thanks ^ p i n for takirrj t t e t r a M e 
to write !!!!! , ; "Elite and The Vbiœ are a l l escaped mental cases shading t t e sane squat". 

Well, THE VOICE i s nene too happy as i t i s paying rent and was unaware that in a squat no 
rent ras payable, oh wall, better hide those strai t - jactets in a noce secure place! !!!!!!! . 

N / S / I 



THE FIRST OF TWO TRUCK STOP EVENTS EXPERIENCED BY THE VOICE. 

Tte noise and the shaking of t te cab kept rae atóte as I drove t te tn rk through t t e 
night. Mile after mile of deserted road, nmribeem headlights helping ne keep in t t e 
near centre of the road. Tte snow had stopped falling a short while c^o but i t was 
bitterly cxM, t te heater in t te cab ted packed up hours ago. 
Oatinuing North I passed forests to ny left and open fields to ny right, tired of 
^nstling I tried t t e radio but al l ny nurrfo f ingars aouM get was heavy static across 
tte band. After rounding a bend t te cab baoaœ suddenly very warm, so nuch so that 
I was forced to open t te drivers door window. Seconds later t te truck began to budde 
and sbxHsr, lost speed and t t e teadliç#its flicterad on and off, I was worried a l i t t l e 
as I did not fancy hiseaking down in t te middle cf nowhere in sit) zero températures. 
Tte truck luroted to a halt, headlights out, t te engine faltered, thcœtening to stal l , 
I l i t a cigarette, drew deqply and coughed violently. 
I rolled ny winâow al l t te way dœn as i t was now ircomfortabLy hot, I could net explain 
tte heat in t te cab as t te heater switches were turned to off, they switched that ray 
hours ago when they packed up, so even if t t e heater ted corrected itself no teat could 
ha?ye core through t te vents. 
Bsfore I ventured outside I tried t te acxeleratat pedal again but i t had no effect, t t e 
engine œnfcinued to idle albeit roughly. My boots nade a loud craxMrg sound as I 
jurped dma from the cab, and I tturped t te drivées doer a couple of times in mild 
angsr. Surveying t t e seme and hqpalessly locking out for any otter traffic a sutíásn 
noise nearly nade me jutp, upon locking round I saw a tcigpit light over in t te fields, 
i t did net sean too far away, and i t appeared to be getting bigger, perhaps appixaiiing 
me. 
I t was sort of oval Shaped and a brilliant \iiitid>bLue in color. Tte sound I first heard 
was a very loud "pqpping1 noise, this i t repeated every fie» seconds as i t got nearer. 
I t was difficult to judge size and distance at night, evei with t te sro* covered 
landscape, but i t seared to be as big as a house and wfasn i t cane to a halt rear a row 
of badges i t could not have been more thai 100 yards from me. 
With another 'pop1 a amUer ball Shaped light cane from t te larger one and drifted 
towards me, I began to panic and stepped backwards, into t te closed door of t t e cab. 
Tte ball was neking a noise as i t moved, a kind of high pitched whine, which becane 
deafening t te nearer i t got, and stepped t te far side of t te road, sene 20 feet car so 
aoway, t te noise ty now TOS SO intense I had to cover ny ears with ny tends and screwed 
ny eyes up in pain. 
Abruptly t te noise œased and I cpeied rty eyes in tine to see tte ten of light 'dissolve1 

and in i ts place stood 3 snail 'men1. I could only dascibe than as sort cf grail, under 
4ft, with large heads, when they 'waited1 closer to me I noticed that tteir eyes were 
likewise huge and circular, je t Mack in color. They stopped at arms length from ne. 
They stood silaitly staring at me and I felt like a laboratory animal under t teir cold 
scrutny. I ras dam scared and felt I áxuld have nade a run far i t or scnething, but 
I was glued to t te spot. This sounds stUy but I'm sure they were ooraunicHtirg with ne, 
not actually speaking, near did I perœive any words in my head, but an odd uriulatirrj 
sensation betœen ny ears as if my Ixain was a wad cf dough and they were mentally 
nanipulating i t to form whatever áhape or iirage they wanted to portray. Tte beings half 
turned and the one on t te end pointed to t te large oval light in t te field, at that 
instant t te hi#i pitched noise returned f arcing me once again to cover ny ears and screw 
up ny eyes, i t was so bad I dropped to ny knees in t te snow. Seconds later t t e 'nm', 
and t te light, ted gene. 
Tte engine of t te truck no longer faltered but idled snooüüy, t te headlights were tack 
on and t te cab radio was playing sore golden oldie. I funMed for ny cigarettes, stoking 
badly, l i t ene, cüirtáng back into t t e cab, after a very quick glanœ all around I drove 
off in a real hurry. 

THE ABOVE WAS NOT REPORTED TO ANYONE AT THE TIME, IN FACT 
THE ONLY PERSON WHOM KNOWS IS ANDY COLLINS, HE WAS TOLD IN FEB.1 93 
AS PART OF A REPORT THE VOICE PUT TOGETHER FOR HIM. 

V" •v 



itady, to sawa writing to you separately heissdth t t e prarisad l i s t of v is i tors THE VOICE 
Exited host t o between ApriLL and Daoattet of 1979 tfdlst living in t t e Ootswoids. 
( M3T IN JOTf CKDER ) . 

FETERmSET * 
NEIL jy^SMXY PIKE 
f̂ MEERS CF TO£H ÜEO GRCÜP 
UK USD UBA MHZHSÏ 
THE VBRSULI WMKK 
KEPCKDERS HEM 'THE SLN' «THE MUraR» "Tffi EXFRES1 MO IŒSL-IBEERS 
BEC TV EECM BK3SIEL 
QfrïCHS EKM MEMOT EAF KEMBLE { RE THJK TO ŒB^B CN LEO'S ) 
MEMffiRS CF 'MEMENBIER1 (MXP 
MB^RS CF «MDUMB1 OHDÜP 
THEiOCENS ( FKM M^flNSIBR ) 
2 OOlKmiSIS FROM AN Jt̂ KECTN WŒZIM 
ÏÏN RD CEN1ML IW 
AMDCEDBCCF «odd1

 CTDLERS 
WfflBCKE, SMC, HXGE , FE&R9CN £ND m.EEHlOQa ( THE ÏKXKM ) 

ALSO, a l i s t of sate of t t e egeits that occurred in t t e sane tine frame in THE VOICE'S 
bene in the Cbtsœlds. 

I&ÏB called from ot ter rooms, upen investigating, no ere there ( when alone in t t e house ) 
Presences fe l t 
footsteps heard in upstairs roots ( «hen alone in t t e house ) 
Electrical disturbances . 
Iters going inissing 
Odd •apports" 
Voiœs, "whispers, nusic heard in various rooms 
Mbranent of objects, aaitruLled and iixoTtroDed 
Msans or sighs from empty rooms 
Electrical 'beeps1 

Doors slanming 
Papers, bocks, e tc , disturbed 
SiUy robes appearing in mid a i r , dissolving in seconds 
ffinds fel t en back, head and neck ( When alcre ) 
When t t e phone ras installed, weng rot ters , silent callers, e lkks , buzzes, e tc , e t c 
Odd bëiaving ' l ights ' in t t e night £ky a t rear of hare, saretines 'displays1 

Occurences «hen suddenly, day or night, ears TOUM 'pqp1, a i r beoare very thin, waEts 
of 'vapor1 appears, 'tinny' noise in ears, ccpressiie headaches as 'vapcr1 approached 
THE VOICE aid 'stood1 a yard in front for a short time, with a loud 'cracking-' noise 
a l l TOUM revert t o nonral 

ÜJUET, jAúlst working for Guarda on patrol in Muxhin^iaapbcn Oxarai, around 3am, 
sore sort of 'eusnt ' , s t i l l blocked frcm nercry as of this date 

Glirrpsas of Saihí$a and otters from that realm 
GLiitpses of shado&B 'riming* fran are roam to another 

CHQMN ÎVEMS WSE WITNESSED EBT SCMA AMJ/CR QffllEEN, 1»EERS CF HER EÊMILY & FÏHÎNC6. 

THES IS NOT THE FULL LJST TOO REQŒSim AIX THDSE MOOTS MD BOT 
HEA OF THE HAEÏïNIMS M TEE HOUSE AT THAT TIME. 



THE VOICE was recently contacted by an American researcter whom íes putting together 
people and inEocnatiai far a soon to be scheduled •RpLroc1 TV programe. 
Substantial Japenase fmding was mentioned for this venture which m i l centre on 
MM MDE DBQS and t te highly ccntrouersial energy theory BfD, ElacbxfrÊigieteHï^^ 
Eparaics. THE VOICE was requested to provide data and state openly in front of t te 
cameras all of i ts acquired infooraticn on these subjects. 
A tauous connection to this is a couple of oases THE VOICE investigated in t te 
1970's, *hich nay weH inralve arall nan made devices, one being t te 1977 jhoto 
case from iteattenpstead, four color Polaroid prints were secured fcy two nan, even 
though THE M3K22 reinvestigated this case five years later and filed i t away as a 
prcbabLe hoax. Interestingly an engineer care forward recently and owned up to being 
t te originator of the disc captured on film bade in Jine of 1977 at Mieatterrpstead!. 
What is more this engineer states that he was test flying a 6ft diam. disc on that 
occasion and is now working with a Balgian oorpgny on a full size disc, one capable 
of carrying a pilot! ! • 
Tte second case, if t te original businessman witness is to be beüeyed, centres around 
him dosendng two young men apparently test flying a 3ft diam. disc shaped dbject in 
a ranDte-ish part of Essex, a van parted nearfcy had i t s rear doors open and was fined 
with various electrical equipment, t te van bore a 'D1 plate ( Garran ) ! ! !. For two 
nic$nts running t te mtness observed t te sane t n y ufo directly outside his bedrocm 
windows 
Tte rather foraefuL personality of t te iterican researcter insisted that there was a 
June deadline, THE VOICE is taking i t s time to decide whether i t anuid place itself 
and i ts contacts in front of t te cameras or not. I t is a difficult decision to nete 
as details of Tte Program -would inevitably te^ to be mentioned in t te course of any 
disclosures node ty THE VOICE, and no matter what reassurcooas this 'high profile1 

i te lcan gives regarding THE \OICEfs peraamL safety, TtE VOICE would prefer to go on 
speaking for some time yet and not take 'early retirement1. 

THE VOICE MS HCP3M5 TO EEIML IN THIS EEPORT A HO EVENT TMT OQXRRED IN TIE UK 
AEEWMMffim RD AS E&R IB I E VOICE IS mm, IS THE FIEST CF US KIND IN 
THIS oauwmy, mmm so AS NOT TO JECFARDESE THE CNDBC iNVEsnGMCfcis IN THIS 
EK3ÎŒMELY a^^EinVE BUSINESS TIE VOICE WELL AGREE TO HXD ŒF HJBLICM1CN IMA 
FOR THE THYB EEDG. 

THE VOICE ttenks ELUE far i t s report nurtber 12 and locks forward to be in receipt 
of i ts bock during June, THE VOICE offers ELEEE i t s help in any way i t can so do not 
hesitate to ask, as THE VOICE is nore than willing to aooqpt t te uLtinete possibility, 
after all/ t te awareness of otherworldly lifeforms was given to i t during i ts past 
eixounters and t te ccntact made at that time. 
THE VOICE s t i l l bears t te scars of being ridiculed, seemed and scoffed at fcy i ts 
feller researchers and investigators, so i t tes nothing to lose and maybe everything 
to gain in i ts support in full of ELUE. And if nothing áhouLd core of i t all then 
THE VOICE has lost no face as i t is totally open minded and willing to give ELITE 
tte benefit of t te doubt. 

(ME ¿OtfN YOU ARE ÎŒQUESIED Af€) E ! m ^ 
£S mm cnxEMLES a s raj mm, DET US mm S Œ E EVEKXOSB HAS THE Œ B W E , DO NOT H U D 
HOC, SEM) COREES TO WDEVm YOU WHi, KEEP TIM" NET AT FULL STRETCH. KINDLY AUKESS 
ALL EEEEEKK TO s TBE VŒEE 

2if THE (Mm* m m s m , O H M S K K D , ESSEX, CML TEQ, B B U N X 
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"IRISH UFO RESEARCH CENTRE 
'SEP P,31995 

THE VOICE tV<fC£ ^ 

fe fr SPECIAL REPORT SOMMER 1994 

THE FRAM» AND WISHT WASHY MINDS OF RESEARCHERS NEVER FAILS 
TO AMAZE THE VOICE, WHEN THE VOICE BEGAN TO SPEAK SOFTLY 
BACK IN FEBRUARY OF THIS YEAR IT DID NOT REALISE IT WOULD 
ENCOUNTER A DEAD END SO SOON, BUT ALAS IT HAS, NOW THE VOICE 
WILL NEED TO SPEAK LOUDER AND SEND ITS WORDS FURTHER AFIELD, 
THIS IT IS NOW DOING. THE VOICE STRONGLY SUGGESTS UFOLOGY 
DOES SOME SPRING CLEANING, AND NOW! • 

Many years ago THE VOICE recalls seeing a large number of 
black and white photo's of ships belonging to the U.S.Navy, 
all had weird 'skirts1 or other appendages around them. 
From the waterline sometimes half way up the hull, some 
all the way up to the decks. The captions attached to the 
photographs stated, matter of factly, that they were highly 
secret electromagnetic devices designed to deflect enemy 
sonar and even torpedoes. Can anyone else recall reading 
an old reference type non fiction book, old faded plain 
cover, believed beige in color, showing these photo's and 
detailing the experiment the U.S. Navy was involved in during 
the latter stages of World War 2. 

What is the connection between the work of Nikola Tesla, 
Albert Einstein, the Philadelphia Experiment and the latest 
Montauk point project?, first correct entry wins a tube of 
Smarties!! ! !. 

Do you on some days get out of bed in the morning and think 
there is nothing at all to this ufo business, your mind 
explains everything for you and you are very skeptical of 
the whole thing, thinking what the hell are you doing 
wasting your time researching the subject..........yet on 
other days its exactly the opposite,.... funny old world. 

Many eyes and ears will be watching and listening very 
carefully around July 16th, the expected 'hit1 date of 
SL9 and Jupiter. 

The Greys-Hybrids, are human created and controlled. 
The Program ( here and overseas ) uses these PGLF ' s 
when creating CE3 and CE4 ufo events. 

Supertechnology is in use and is the end result of the 
research carried out by the best brains available since 
the 1930*s and 1940's, from primitive beginnings we now 
have a very high level of sophistication. 



Take note, THE VOICE is not saying E.T.'s in one guise or 
another are not visiting this planet but it is trying to 
get across to people that The Program here and abroad is 
responsible for most of the reported Close Encounters. 
Close range structured craft observed by many are those 
belonging to terrestrial agencies, and when 'occupants' 
are seen either outside or indeed inside the craft, these 
are PGLF's. Abductions are arranged to reinforce in the 
witnesses mind the idea of Extra-Terrestrial responsibility 
for the encounter, thus making it easier for skeptics to 
ridicule and debunk the sighting. The Program creates a 
cosy, 100% effective cover for the experiments it carries 
out, they know they are totally safe in their staged ufo 
events, it is the reason why The Program is doing this that 
has very sinister undertones, and this reason will be more 
fully explained at a later date. 
The Program manipulates belief systems, people claim they 
have seen a close range ufo or have experienced abductions, 
no one really takes them seriously, there is no actual proof, 
the skeptics win again, The Program can carry on unhindered 
with its tasks. 
The Program uses ufo researchers to further manipulate the 
media and other ufo researchers alike, and to report back 
on any findings made by groups and individuals. 
The Programs ' Supermachines • are not as yet 100% perfected, 
there are still a few fbugs' to iron out, hence the testing 
in remote areas. Some craft, the ones ready for •field trials1 

are the ones witnessed by people and reported upon. 
The oft reported encounters with Men-in-Black, the ones not 
down to hoaxes or fwishful thinking1, are simply another 
form of PGLF, a creature specifically put together for the 
task of confusion and repression, no wonder the MIB's knew 
certain info about the witnesses and their sightings, the 
whole thing was staged, craft sighted then the sending round 
of the fgook* squad to confuse and threaten the witness, all 
very clever. 

DULCE UPDATE i 
Contacts are still trying to gather info re alleged bases 
situated underground in this region of New Mexico, however 
THE VOICE can state that an ever increasing number of people 
are reported hissing1 within the boundaries of the Navajo 
reservation and as far East as Lumberton!!. 

A pat on the back for John Holman and his team in their 
•Alien Awareness1 stint in London on May 23rd, even though 
no tv coverage was given they at least were mentioned by 
one or two radio stations, BBC Essex being one, maybe a 
lesson or two was learned?. 



portrait of a PGLF 

MAY 1974 

MARCH 1976 

PGLF ENCOUNTERED BY THE VOICE. APPR0X.4ft TALL, FRAIL 
LARGE HEAD IN RELATION TO BODY, VERY LARGE ROUND BLACK EYES. 
MAY 1974 VERY BRIEFLY, MARCH 1976 FULL ABDUCTION EXPERIENCE. 

\J ¿i 
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In the last report THE VOICE detailed an event it experienced 
during 1987, the truck-stop. This event happened just as il 
was reporte* and was rightly kept secret until recently. The 
1988 trucjj-stop, which heralded the entry on the scene of 
DI 8, will be detailed in the next report. This concerns 
DI 8 supplying THE VOICE with documents and photographs 
relating to the UK operations of The Program, as by that 
time DI 8 were totally against 'MANNEQUIN' and all it stood 
for. Due to the large number of pages needed to adequately 
cover the exposure of The Program, with photographs of the 
base, staff, plans, maps, etc, stc, it will now be necessary 
to split the Summer No.2 issue into three reports. It will 
be too costly to duplicate and send out over twenty five 
copies of a possible 40-50 page report. Therefore these 
reports will be issued as follows* 
Summer 1994 No.2 Part A 
Summer 1994 No.2 Part B 
Summer 1994 No.2 Part C 

The report on Abductions, as mentioned in a previous report, 
will now form part C of the above. 

Make a note in your diary to watch the ITV programme on 
June 24th entitled "Whale On11, long time colleague Mr Roy 
Lake of London Ufo Studies will be featured. 

THE VOICE hopes that Tony Dodd of Quest will have some info 
re the alleged ufo incident ( mentioned in last report ) 
available and ready for use in the Summer No.2 issue, as 
something of this calibre cannot be allowed to remain under 
wraps indefinately, and if it is a hoax the quicker it can 
be laid to rest the better. 

WHATEVER DIFFICULTIES YOU MAY FACE PLEASE AT LEAST TRY TO 
PHOTOCOPY THIS DOCUMENT AND PASS COPIES TO AS MANY COLLEAGUES 
AS YOU CAN, IT IS VITAL TO KEEP THE NET AT FULL STRETCH. 
THE VOICE THANKS YOU ALL IN ADVANCE. 
KINDLY ADDRESS ALL FEEDBACK DIRECTLY TO s 

THE VOICE 
27 THE GREEN, 
MELBOURNE, 
CHELMSFORD, 
ESSEX, 
CM1 2BQ. 
ENGLAND. 

AND FOR THE FIRST TIME THE PHONE NUMBER OF THE VOICE : 

Document issue no.9 

K¡<\ 
Dated 9 th June 1994 
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PART ONE OF THREE SUMMER H4 

THE PROGRAM : SENTINEL STAFF 
The Pearson previously referred to is, and THE VOICE did 
think at least one or two of you might have put two and two 
together, none other than Dr.Graham .S. Pearson, Director-
General of Chemical & Biological Defence Establishment at 
Portón Down. 

The Program, sometime during the late 1970's, broadened its 
parameters by using other, more cost effective measures. A 
perfect cover for the taking of ova and sperm for use in 
Genetic engineering experimentation by a number of Military 
and civilian (paying) establishments was widened to cater for 
(whichis now very big business) ova and sperm to be used for 
infertile couples, exclusively wealthy people, would be staged 
Close Encounters of the 4th kind, namely Abductions. 
This extremely sinister situation has grown out of all proportions, 
as the ever demanding needs for ova and sperm are placed upon 
Program operatives and Controllers. An even more sinister 
aspect of 'Mannequin1 is the abduction and ELIMINATION of 
certain individuals, these unfortunate souls apparently 
•go missing1 and are never seen again. 
These particular «guinea pigs1 are used for organ transplantation, 
again, for twin purposes, genetic experimentation by Military 
and civilian agencies and also for wealthy «customers' requiring 
urgent organ transplants, as the shortage of 'legal1 donor 
transplants falls far short of ever increasing demands, demand 
outstrips supply by a ratio approaching 6 to 1. 
HENCE THE EVER INCREASING NUMBERS OF UFO ABDUCTIONS SURFACING 
OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS. 
By staging these abductions the controllers not only know they 
are perfectly safe but the huge sums of money involved carry 
far better incentives, they see it as helping humanity, and 
its all for the greater good. 
The main American agencies responsible for "Mannequin1 are:-
USAF, NSA, DIA, CIA and NASA, obviously they have complete 
co-operation with many other Governments including Canada, 
Britain, France, Germany, Italy (all under the NATO banner), 
etc, etc. 

THE VOICE HAS SEEN WITH ITS OWN EYES WHAT GOES ON IN THE LABS 
AT THE BASE, SO TO THOSE DISBELIEVING SOULS, DAMN WELL WAKE UP 
AND TAKE BLOODY NOTICE!!!. 
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THE VOICE does not now, nor ever has, denied having close 
links with certain Intelligence agencies, BUT there again 
so do a number of other ufo investigators, so what is the 
problem?. 

Ufologists now have another 'boogieman' to worry about, he 
or she recently surfaced and it seems their sole aim is to 
try and dicredit or even totally destroy prominent researchers. 
Friend and colleague Jenny Randies was the target in a muck 
raking article in the News of the World newspaper on June 26th, 
the personal nature of the article, the way Jenny Randies was 
attacked was deplorable, THE VOICE wonders who will be next 
and to what level of muck raking this sick individual will stoop 
to. THE VOICE has heard, from a friend of a friend, that 
someone was putting together a document that will 'blow the 
cover1 used by THE VOICE, in its involvement with specific 
Intelligence agencies, well this is all very interesting but 
as THE VOJCE does not deny this anyway what would be the point 
in some idiot bandying the fact about?, perhaps they are trying 
desperately to put together a link with Wackenhut activities 
in the Nellis range in the USA (Groom Lake, Area 51) and my 
tiny involvement with their Security Division some years ago, 
who knows, who cares, but whoever this trouble maker is they 
had better watch their back. 

Tony, THE VOICE can unfortunately do no more as regards the 
S.E.M establishment in Kent, by deep digging certain toes were 
inadvertantly trodden on and THE VOICE has received a direct 
'wrist slap1 and a piece of advice to the effect that time 
would be better spent elsewhere, apologies for not being able 
to assist further. 

ELITE!, well since receiving their file number 12 some time 
ago THE VOICE, and every other researcher whom used to receive 
the same, have heard NOTHING from them. It is not too surprising 
as most of us thought Elite and their files were a load of dog-
doos, although THE VOICE was quite happy to have been proven 
wrong it knew the moment the supposed 'Book of Life1 failed to 
arrive in June with details of the supposed July meeting and 
'once in a lifetime journey'. THE VOICE wonders what kick these 
imbeciles get from going to the trouble ( and expense ) to 
produce and send out such documents. THE VOICE knew something 
was not quite right when it contacted various Embassies and 
media in relation to special letters that were supposed to have 
been sent to them by Elite. THE VOICE is annoyed though with 
a certain witness whom runs a Witness Support Group as it seems 
she was hand in hand with the time wasting childish antics of 
Elite, to you THE VOICE says YOU HAVE LOST ALL CREDIBILITY,DO 
NOT WASTE THE TIME AND RESOURCES OF ANY RESEARCHER IN THE FUTURE, 
AS YOU WILL SIMPLY BE IGNORED!!. 
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THE VOICE was interviewed at length by the Chelmsford 
Yellow Advertiser newspaper on the 15th of June and sat 
for the customary press photo the next day. This was in 
response to a special press release/information factsheet 
that THE VOICE distributed around Essex. Another local 
newspaper, the Chelmsford Weekly News likewise interviewed 
THE VOICE on July 11th. Anglia TV are interested in putting 
together a news item, details yet to be arranged. There has 
been only slight response to the factsheets placed in local 
libraries but this situation may change after today as both 
Anglia TV and Carlton TV are screening (again) the film 
Close Encounters of the Third Kind, and in true fashion ufo 
reports surface once such a film is shown on network TV. 
THE VOICE is normally none too happy in giving press interviews 
as experience has shown that the reporters do not always give 
a clear unbiased and non-sensational account. THE VOICE is 
especially wary about the Weekly News feature when it comes 
out as the girl reporter turned out to be someone doing work-
experience and though meaning well a rookie may just make a 
hash of things ( THE VOICE cringes in anticipation of misquotes 
and rash sensationalism! ! ! ! ! ! ) . 

This issue of THE VOICE has been put together and distributed 
rather quickly in order to dispel the myths going around that 
either THE VOICE has been 'got at1 and will therefore no longer 
speak, or, even worse, as THE VOICE , in some peoples eyes, 
is the stable companion of Elite, and as Elite has now vanished 
so too has THE VOICE!!, really crazy ideas but that is what 
some poor fools believe. Hopefully this edition will put those 
stupid rumours to rest. 

According to sources reliable thus far the official USAF 
film mentioned in a previous document will now NOT be shown 
in the UK, our marvellous Government in all their wisdom have 
it seems refused point blank to let the film be screened on 
network TV, internal politics and interests have a major part 
to play in this decision no doubt. As far as the source can 
tell the film will remain on American/Canadian TV schedule 
for July/August, with possible European release once all 
necessary paperwork is in. Unfortunately now it seems the 
'paperwork1 will not be in as far as the UK is concerned. 
THE VOICE cannot locate the title of the film yet but it 
was put together by the USAF Office of Special Projects and 
runs for approx. one hour. 

Congratulations to Quest in bringing out their Ufo Magazine 
on the news-stands, a nice color job, perfect for the casual 
reader and typical joe-public types, not so good for serious 
researchers, but it was not aimed at them anyway, an updated 
and detailed merchandise directory is badly needed though, 
maybe Quest will put that aspect right next issue?. 

Nil 
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The subject of ufo research is still very much thought of as 
one of many modern day 'Crank1 pursuits, it still is the butt 
of many jokes, it still is ridiculed and scorned upon by many 
people. The majority of the uninformed public still see it as 
a subject full of silly people believing they have seen silly 
things, and even sillier people go around and investigate what 
these silly people claim to have seen!!!!!. 

The Media, whether it is deliberately done or purely by accident, 
the media can exert considerable public opinion, and if it 
wishes to portray the subject of ufo1s as one of a bunch of idiots 
chasing little green men in flying saucers the public will 
generally accept that view. The media can be very dangerous to 
a ufologists health and well being, case in point see earlier 
mention of article in News of the World. 

With a mere 72 hours to go before the first impact of SL-9 
on Jupiter THE VOICE will be keeping close tabs on any and all 
developements. 

Besides being a Quest International Investigator, THE VOICE 
is pleased to be Technical Advisor for the London Ufo Studies, 
working closely with long time colleague Mr Roy Lake. THE VOICE 
will be giving two talks at the forthcoming LUFOS public meeting 
in Walthamstow on July 21st, depending on reaction to these talks 
THE VOICE may discuss issues pertaining to The Program, THE VOICE 
has heard 'thru the grapevine1 that certain 'interested parties' 
may attend this meeting in order to see what THE VOICE may indeed 
speak about, naturally THE VOICE will be VERY INTERESTED to see 
if any such personnel do show up. 

YOU ARE REQUESTED AND ENCOURAGED TO PHOTOCOPY THIS DOCUMENT AND 
TO SEND COPIES TO AS MANY COLLEAGUES AS YOU WISH, KEEP THE NET 
WIDE. KINDLY ADDRESS ALL FEEDBACK DIRECT TO :-

THE VOICE 
27 THE GREEN, 
MELBOURNE, 
CHELMSFORD, 
ESSEX, 
CM1 2BQ, 
ENGLAND. 
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